
WASHINGTON: American states that ended pan-
demic jobless benefits early saw slight dips in
unemployment rates but big declines in spending
and income, according to a study released Friday, in
what could be a preview of the effects nationwide
when the programs end completely.

First created by the CARES Act in March 2020
and extended several times since, the emergency
benefits increased weekly unemployment payments
and expanded them to freelance workers and the
long-term unemployed.

But the federal aid has become controversial in
recent months, as critics say it encourages people
not to return to work even as COVID-19 vaccines
became widely available and businesses struggle to
fill open positions. Officials in 26 states — mostly led
by Republicans — have announced early cuts to
some or all of the programs, which are due to expire
nationwide on September 6.

Analyzing data from 18,648 people who had
received unemployment payments, the study found
nearly 25 percent had jobs at the end of July in 19 of
the 22 states that ended extra benefits in June.

That compares to about 22 percent in the 23
states that continued the programs.

However, the employment gains did not make up
for the decline in incomes and spending that fol-
lowed, according to the researchers from Columbia
University, Harvard University, University of
Massachusetts Amherst and University of Toronto.

“We see a small... rise in earnings of $14 per-
week, making up around five percent of the shortfall

from benefit decline,” they wrote in the study using
data from financial services firm Earnin.

However, unemployment benefits fell by $278 a
week and “the reduced income was accompanied
by a $145 per-week (20 percent) fall in spending.”

Nationwide spending drop? 
As the aid ends nationwide, “We could see

around $8 billion in reduced spending during
September and October. The spending losses are

likely to continue further as additional workers take
time to enter the workforce,” they wrote. While the
authors were not certain, they predicted about half a
million new jobs would be created in September and
October, but the majority of the four million people
who would lose benefits after the September expira-
tion would “take much longer to find jobs.”

President Joe Biden’s American Rescue Plan
stimulus package passed in March allocated $350

billion to state and local governments, and on
Thursday his administration said states could use
that money to keep the expanded benefits going
beyond September, especially if rising infections
from the Delta variant of COVID-19 delay hiring.

Labor Department data released Friday gave a
mixed verdict on the impact of the benefit cuts on
state-level unemployment rates, with joblessness
declining in only 17 states in July, nearly half of
which had cut the benefits early. — AFP
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UK retail sales 
fall for first 
time since May  
LONDON: UK retail sales slid last month after
the end of the Euro 2020 football tournament,
falling for the first time since May, official data
showed Friday. Retail sales fell by 2.5 percent in
July from June, the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) said in a statement, adding food stores
suffered after hospitality venues reopened.

Sales climbed by 0.2 percent in June, as foot-
ball fans bought food and drink to celebrate the
Euros, after a 1.6-percent drop in May. Overall
retail sales are still 5.8 percent higher than before
the start of the deadly coronavirus outbreak, the
ONS noted.

“Following the Euro 2020-related boost in
June, retail sales fell in July to their lowest level
since shops reopened in April, but still remain
well above pre-pandemic levels,” said ONS stat-
istician Jonathan Athow. “Food sales fell back as
further lifting of hospitality restrictions meant
consumers had more opportunities to spend out-
side retail.

“Heavy rainfall at the start of July hit fuel sales,
which dipped for the first time since February.”
England, Scotland and Wales all participated at the
Euros that took part across Europe. The final in
London, on July 11, saw England lose to Italy. By
the start of the Euros, most lockdown restrictions
had been lifted across much of the UK. — AFP

US jobless benefit cuts see decline in spending 
Half million new jobs would be created in September, October

NEW YORK: A group of young people walk past a ‘We’re hiring!’ sign posted at a store in New York City
yesterday. —AFP

New strike to hit 
German passenger 
rail from tomorrow 
FRANKFURT: Germany’s passenger train net-
work faces a second round of strikes tomorrow
and disruption to freight services this weekend,
adding more pain to the tourist season and already
strained supply chains. The latest move in an esca-
lating wage dispute will impact passenger services
from 2:00 am (0000 GMT) on August 23 and last
48 hours, the head of the GDL train drivers union
Claus Weselsky told reporters Friday.

The industrial action affecting cargo trains
will begin August 21 and end at the same time
four days later, the union head said. “Deutsche
Bahn has up to this point not given notice that it
will make any concessions in the pay dispute it
started,” Weselsky said, referring to the German
rail operator.

“The GDL sees itself forced to call for new
strikes at Deutsche Bahn,” he said. Deutsche
Bahn criticised the announcement of the new
strike, saying in a statement that it was “a wholly
unnecessary burden for our passengers and
freight clients”. Earlier this month, the union led
a walkout after its members voted 95 percent in
favour, following the collapse of pay talks with
Deutsche Bahn.

On Germany’s long-distance rail network,
carriages were packed as only 25 percent of the
scheduled service ran, during the two-day
strike which began in the morning of August 11.
Deutsche Bahn’s freight service DB Cargo was
also severely impacted, adding to delivery
delays for German businesses already hit by
shortages in raw materials and components

from timber and steel to computer chips.

‘Wrong signal’ 
The announcement of more strikes sends the

“wrong signal at the wrong time”, according to
Siegfried Russwurm, head of the influential
Federation of German Industry (BDI). “This strike
will put an almost incalculably heavy burden not
just on industry, but on the whole of society,” he
said in a statement.

Deutsche Bahn was already contending with
huge losses as demand for travel drastically
shrank during the pandemic which erupted in
March 2020. It has also been struggling to
rebuild long stretches of track destroyed by
deadly floods that struck western Germany in
mid-July. At the core of the dispute, the union is

demanding a 1.4-percent pay hike and a bonus of
600 euros ($700) for 2021, and a further wage
rise of 1.8 percent in 2022.

Deutsche Bahn had offered to phase in a 3.2-
percent wage increase in two steps in 2022 and
2023. The slower increases proposed by Deutsche
Bahn are necessary to “tackle the negative impact
of the coronavirus pandemic” on the company’s
finances, it said in a statement. The last major con-
flict between unions and Deutsche Bahn took
place between 2014-2015, when over nine months
GDL organised nine rounds of strikes to demand
regulatory reforms. The stoppage in May 2015 of
six consecutive days has held the record as the
longest in the company’s history. A shorter strike
hit rail traffic in December 2018, when a stoppage
was called for four hours. — AFP

FRANKFURT, Hessen: File photo shows an empty platform at the main railway station in Frankfurt am Main, western
Germany, during a strike of train drivers. — AFP

Morrisons backs 
US firm’s takeover 
counter-bid 
LONDON: British supermarket group
Morrisons has accepted an improved £7.0-
billion counter-bid from US private equity
firm Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, and withdrawn
support for a lower offer from Softbank-
owned Fortress. The CD&R deal, worth the
equivalent of $9.6 billion or 8.2 billion euros,
is the latest twist in a months-long takeover
tussle for ownership of Britain’s fourth biggest
supermarket group.

New York-based CD&R announced late
Thursday that it had reached a deal with
Morrisons management for an offer pitched at
285 pence per share, worth £9.7 billion
including debt. “The Morrisons board
believes that the offer from CD&R represents
good value for shareholders,” said Morrisons
chairman Andrew Higginson in the statement.

“CD&R have a strong record of develop-
ing, strengthening and growing the businesses
that they invest in and they share our vision
for Morrisons’ future.” The new deal trumps a
rival £6.7-billion bid, agreed earlier this
month from an international consortium com-
prising Fortress, Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board, Koch Real Estate and
Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund.

CD&R increased its bid after Morrisons
had rejected its previous £5.5-billion offer in
June. The retail giant has been caught in a
bidding war as the country’s supermarket
sector benefits hugely from a shift to online

shopping during the pandemic.
Morrisons-which trails the UK’s top three

supermarkets Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Asda-
has almost 500 stores and more than 110,000
employees. — AFP

VW reins in production
due to chip shortage 
FRANKFURT: German car giant Volkswagen will slash produc-
tion at its main plant due to ongoing problems with the global
supply of computer chips, a spokesman told AFP on Friday.
Following the summer holidays for workers in Germany, work on
the assembly line at the company’s facility in Wolfsburg will be
“limited” and will have to “adapt to the supply situation”, the
spokesman said.

Next week, cars will only be produced during the early shift
at the factory, while the rest of production will be halted.
Shortages of semiconductors are set to continue, according to
the carmaker. The renewed scarcity is in part the result of “out-
breaks of COVID-19, particularly in Malaysia, which have led to
factory closures for semiconductor producers”, Volkswagen said.
However, the company said it hoped “as far as possible” to make
up the setbacks in production over the course of the second half
of the year. Earlier this week, the Volkswagen-owned car brand
Audi also said that it would be delaying the resumption of pro-
duction on some of its lines in Germany due to the “volatile”
supply situation.

Carmakers have been among those most acutely affected by
the shortage of chips, key components in both electric and con-
ventional vehicles. On Thursday, Japanese company Toyota, the
world’s largest carmaker, announced that it would be reducing
production in September by 40 percent. The decision was made
in part due to a “parts shortage resulting from the spread of
COVID-19 in Southeast Asia”, Toyota said. Simultaneously,
German chipmaker Infineon said it would be increasing the cost
of chips in light of difficulties along the supply chain. —AFP

LONDON: File photo shows a view of a Morrisons supermarket in Stratford, east London on June 21, 2021.
British supermarket chain Morrisons has accepted a £7bn counter-offer from investment firm CD&R. —AFP


